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Abstract – Microsatellite diversity in European and Chinese pigs was assessed using a pooled
sampling method on 52 European and 46 Chinese pig populations. A Neighbor Joining analysis
on genetic distances revealed that European breeds were grouped together and showed little
evidence for geographic structure, although a southern European and English group could ten-
tatively be assigned. Populations from international breeds formed breed specific clusters. The
Chinese breeds formed a second major group, with the Sino-European synthetic Tia Meslan
in-between the two large clusters. Within Chinese breeds, in contrast to the European pigs, a
large degree of geographic structure was noted, in line with previous classification schemes for
Chinese pigs that were based on morphology and geography. The Northern Chinese breeds were
most similar to the European breeds. Although some overlap exists, Chinese breeds showed a
higher average degree of heterozygosity and genetic distance compared to European ones. Be-
tween breed diversity was even more pronounced and was the highest in the Central Chinese
pigs, reflecting the geographically central position in China. Comparing correlations between
genetic distance and heterozygosity revealed that China and Europe represent different domes-
tication or breed formation processes. A likely cause is a more diverse wild boar population in
Asia, but various other possible contributing factors are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Domestication of the pig occurred independently on several occa-
sions [15, 25], and some gene flow with the wild boar may have remained
until pigs were kept in sties [48]. Historically, there are two major areas of
pig breeding, Europe and China, and each seems to represent an independent
domestication event. In both areas pig breeding has been applied for at least
7-8000 years [8] resulting in many local breeds but also specialized breeds with
a wider distribution, which were selected for the production of particular meat
types such as pork or bacon. Europe and China are the origin of about 70%
of breed diversity in the world [41] (Europe has 228 listed existing breeds,
plus 105 now extinct; China has 118 listed breeds and 10 more extinct). In
both China and Europe, the pig has been and remains a major meat producer.
However, over the past centuries, pig breeding has shown marked differences
between these two areas.

In Europe, pig breeding became decreasingly local, with breeders importing
genetic material from elsewhere in Europe [21, 48]. Particularly in the late
18th century many new pig breeds, some the ancestors of currently globally
applied commercial breeds, were formed often with the aid of pigs imported
from China [8, 48]. In the UK, several popular breeds such as the Berkshire
and Large White came into existence and were distributed globally to replace
or improve local breeds [21]. Already in 1868, Charles Darwin [10] noted the
demise of many indigenous breeds. Nowadays, many of the European local
pig breeds have been heavily altered and three-quarters of local or traditional
breeds are extinct or marginalized [41].

Conversely, in China traditional local pig breeding has been applied until
more recent times [33], although recently these practices have been chang-
ing. Although undoubtedly Chinese pig breeders have sought to use animals
from other than the local breeds to enhance their breeding practice [12], this
has apparently been much less pronounced than in Europe. The result is that
China has more pig breeds than any other country in the world by far; the
World Watch List for Domestic Animal Diversity [41] lists 118 distinct breeds.
Most of these breeds are still local, although unfortunately the advent of mod-
ern pig breeding techniques, involving European or new Chinese × European
synthetic breeds results in rapid marginalization of many of these traditional
breeds ([33, 41]; 10 listed as endangered, but 30 more show no population
data).

There is currently no widely accepted way of grouping European breeds in a
classification system. Substantial mixing of types had occurred even before the
concept of a ‘breed’ had been clarified by the end of the 19th century. At the
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start of the 20th century, breeds were classified based on production goals (pork
or bacon), and in the 1960s a common practice was to divide pigs into “(Gen-
eral) White Meat type”, “Highly Specialised” and “Local Breeds” [33]. Tradi-
tional European breeds are sometimes grouped as ‘Celtic’ for Northern Europe
vs. Iberian for Southern European breeds. Nowadays, this grouping system is
applied mainly for traditional pig breeds from France and northern Iberia vs.
the southern “Iberian” breeds [18, 33].

Pig diversity in China has been categorized, based on exterior and produc-
tion traits and historical data, into six geographic areas [49]. Most local breeds
come from the Central Chinese (CC), South Chinese (SC), and South Western
Chinese (SWC) areas. The Lower Changjiang River Basin (LCRB) type has
perhaps fewer breeds, but is commercially very important as it has some of
the most fertile breeds such as Meishan that are currently used to create new
synthetic lines. The remaining areas represent the Northern Chinese (NC) pigs,
and the Plateau (Plat) type from the Tibetan area, which is the home of a few
breeds adapted to marginal feeding and high altitude.

Currently there is a trend to improve and even replace Chinese breeds us-
ing European commercial lines, which mirrors the introgression of Chinese
breeds into European stock to some extent. A comprehensive, global assess-
ment of pig diversity would give better insight into the genetic relationships
and distinctiveness of pigs from different parts of the world, and may aid in
preservation of worldwide livestock diversity. Recent papers have reported on
relations between pigs using microsatellite markers [12, 22, 26, 28, 40, 47, 50],
but mainly between pig breeds from either China or Europe. For instance,
Zhang et al. [50] concluded that a number of major groups could be discerned,
in part congruent with previous classification schemes. By contrast, a similar
study [40] showed that for European breeds such subdivisions are very diffi-
cult to establish. This discrepancy tantalizingly hints at differences in history
and processes of domestication and breed formation and maintenance between
these areas. From these studies, it is difficult to gain better insight into differ-
ences between Europe and China as there is limited overlap in breeds, and even
if overlap existed in markers it would be difficult to reliably merge datasets due
to calibration and marker evaluation inconsistencies. The most accurate way
to get a better insight into the differences between the Chinese and European
breeds would be to include all in a single dedicated study.

A major limitation for global assessment of pig diversity has been the diffi-
culty of obtaining an adequate number of specimens of a reasonable number of
breeds from both China and Europe. The current study is part of a large-scale
cooperation between many research groups from Europe and China through
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the PigBioDiv 1 [32] and PigBioDiv 2 [3] projects, funded by the European
Union and the Chinese Academy of Sciences. This cooperation has allowed
compilation of a large DNA collection from pig breeds by exchange between
laboratories.

A second major limiting factor is cost [38]. A meaningful comparison be-
tween pig breeds means genotyping at least dozens of specimens from dozens
of breeds from each region to gain adequate insight into diversification pat-
terns, for dozens of markers. For a study such as the present one, this would
mean over 150 000 individual genotypings, which would imply an investment
in labor and not easily financed consumables. Several meaningful popula-
tion statistics and comparisons can be deduced from allele frequency data.
Although individual genotyping is the most accurate method to estimate al-
lele frequencies in populations, it has been shown that pooled sampling meth-
ods [9, 16, 20, 42–44], and references therein can perform very adequately as
well, at a fraction of the cost of labor and consumables.

Using DNA pools for 52 populations from Europe and 46 from China, we
report on the first comprehensive study on patterns of variation in both of the
major areas of pig domestication and breed diversity.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Sampling and DNA preparation

A total of 98 lines from Europe and China were sampled; these are listed
in Table I including the number of specimens per line used. The material
from these lines was collected in the framework of the PigBioDiv 1 [32, 40]
and PigBioDiv 2 projects [3] (www.pigbiodiv2.com). The European breeds
are represented by a number of commercial lines as well as local or regional
breeds from essentially the whole of Europe, although pig breeds from the
former Soviet Union and Scandinavia were not included. Included are also
breeds that originate from the United States, since these breeds such as Hamp-
shire and Duroc are derived in turn (largely) from European pigs. For the cur-
rent study, 52 European populations out of 58 included in the PigBioDiv 1
project [40] were sampled. The 45 sampled Chinese breeds show a very good
representation of all six recognized types [49], including the Tibetan (Plateau)
type. Names of European breeds are according to Porter [34], Chinese breeds
mainly according to Zhang [49], Zhang et al. [50], and Fang et al. [12]. DNA
was isolated from individual samples using standard phenol-chloroform proto-
cols [32]. Pools of DNA were made by adding equal amounts of DNA for each
of the individuals to a single vial for each of the lines [9, 16].
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Table I. Breeds and lines sampled for this study. PIC = Pig Improvement Company,
BHZP = Bundes Hybrid Zucht Program, SCAPAAG = Société Coopérative Agricole
pour l’Assainissement et l’Amélioration Génétique du Cheptel Porcin, FH = France
Hybrides. For European breeds, it is indicated whether they are considered local (LO),
national variety of international breed (I), purebred (C) or synthetic (SY) commercial
line. Indicated in the last two columns are Gene Diversity (H) and mean number of
peaks at > 5% frequency (Np).

Breed N Location Type H Np
Wannan Spotted 39 China, Anhui CC 0.73 5.62
Xingzi Black 61 China, Anhui CC 0.70 5.19
Huai 63 China, Fujian SC 0.70 4.95
Putian 51 China, Fujian CC 0.69 4.95
Lantang 45 China, Guangdong SC 0.68 4.95
Bamaxiang 51 China, Guangxi SC 0.65 4.69
Donglan 52 China, Guangxi SC 0.75 5.92
Dongshan 53 China, Guangxi CC 0.67 5.08
Guizhong Small Spotted 51 China, Guangxi SC 0.62 4.44
Longling 50 China, Guangxi SC 0.73 5.51
Baixi 35 China, Guizhou SWC 0.72 5.77
Guanling 47 China, Guizhou SWC 0.67 4.81
Jiangkou Radish 53 China, Guizhou SWC 0.73 5.80
Qiandong Spotted 53 China, Guizhou SWC 0.71 5.54
Xiang 28 China, Guizhou SC 0.70 5.24
Lingao 52 China, Hainan SC 0.75 5.92
Wenchang 24 China, Hainan SC 0.67 4.92
Wuzhishan 48 China, Hainan SC 0.71 5.03
Min 50 China, Heilongjiang NC 0.70 4.76
Exi Black 45 China, Hubei SWC 0.71 5.16
Qingping 47 China, Hubei CC 0.69 4.86
Tongcheng 50 China, Hubei CC 0.71 5.26
Yangxing 17 China, Hubei CC 0.71 5.06
Daweizi 53 China, Hunan CC 0.74 5.83
Ningxiang 57 China, Hunan CC 0.70 5.16
Penzhou Mountain 50 China, Hunan SWC 0.73 5.66
Shaziling 52 China, Hunan CC 0.70 5.33
Taoyuan 45 China, Hunan CC 0.75 6.03
Dongchuan 33 China, Jiangsu LCRB 0.67 4.97
Erhualian 56 China, Jiangsu LCRB 0.66 4.78
Shawutou 28 China, Jiangsu LCRB 0.70 4.95
Small Meishan 42 China, Jiangsu LCRB 0.59 4.00
Dongxiang Spotted 60 China, Jiangxi CC 0.67 4.68
Leping Spotted 51 China, Jiangxi CC 0.71 5.38
Nancheng Black 25 China, Jiangxi CC 0.72 5.35
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Table I. Continued.

Breed N Location Type H Np
Licha Black 54 China, Shandong NC 0.70 5.32
Hanjiang Black 48 China, Shanxi NC 0.72 5.64
Mashen 51 China, Shanxi NC 0.64 4.22
Neijiang 48 China, Sichuan SWC 0.69 5.03
Yanan 23 China, Sichuan SWC 0.73 5.36
Tibetan/Zang 39 China, Tibet PLAT 0.74 5.72
Jiaxing Black 37 China, Zhejiang LCRB 0.65 4.47
Jinhua 50 China, Zhejiang CC 0.59 4.03
Shangyu Spotted 50 China, Zhejiang CC 0.70 5.22
Meishan 14 UK (Roslin) LCRB 0.64 4.27
Meishan 22 UK (PIC) LCRB 0.68 4.71
Presticke 50 Czech Republic LO 0.69 4.87
Créole 50 France LO 0.65 4.85
Landrace 51 France I 0.67 4.76
Piétrain 50 France I 0.63 4.40
Large White 50 France (dam) I 0.61 4.33
Landrace 51 France (FH) C 0.63 4.14
Piétrain 48 France (FH) C 0.62 4.35
Laconie 49 France (Pen Ar Lan) SY 0.66 4.81
Large White 46 France (Pen Ar Lan) C 0.67 4.77
Tia Meslan 49 France (Pen Ar Lan) SY 0.68 4.82
DRB 50 France (SCAPAAG) SY 0.65 4.53
Large White 34 France (sire) I 0.59 4.00
Angler Sattelschwein 56 Germany LO 0.65 4.64
Bunte Bentheimer 47 Germany LO 0.65 4.57
Large White 52 Germany I 0.69 5.11
Mangalitsa 29 Germany LO 0.61 4.00
Piétrain 51 Germany I 0.64 4.56
Hampshire 60 Germany (BHZP) C 0.64 4.56
Landrace 55 Germany (BHZP) C 0.65 4.42
Large White 50 Germany (BHZP) C 0.63 4.43
Duroc 49 Germany (Schaumann) C 0.66 4.47
Calabrese 19 Italy LO 0.60 4.11
Casertana 28 Italy LO 0.67 4.72
Cinta Senese 30 Italy LO 0.59 4.06
Duroc 50 Italy I 0.66 4.70
Landrace 50 Italy I 0.66 4.85
Large White 50 Italy I 0.66 4.92
Mora Romagnola 12 Italy LO 0.51 3.30
Nera Siciliana 50 Italy LO 0.66 5.00
Pulawska Spot 48 Poland LO 0.65 4.49
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Table I. Continued.

Breed N Location Type H Np
Bisaro 60 Portugal LO 0.69 4.97
Manchado de Jabugo 36 Spain LO 0.64 4.39
Negro Iberico 48 Spain LO 0.66 4.62
Negro Canario 18 Spain LO 0.56 3.70
Retinto 68 Spain LO 0.67 4.62
Berkshire 50 UK LO 0.60 4.00
British Lop 35 UK LO 0.66 4.74
British Saddleback 42 UK LO 0.68 4.95
Gloucester Old Spot 53 UK LO 0.59 4.06
Large Black 52 UK LO 0.62 4.19
Middle White 38 UK LO 0.64 4.33
Tamworth 42 UK LO 0.64 4.24
Duroc 50 UK (PIC) C 0.64 4.41
Hampshire 50 UK (PIC) C 0.63 4.31
Landrace 50 UK (PIC1) C 0.65 4.31
Landrace 48 UK (PIC2) C 0.64 4.44
Landrace 50 UK (PIC3) C 0.65 4.46
Leicoma 50 UK (PIC) SY 0.66 4.78
Piétrain 50 UK (PIC) C 0.66 4.541
Large White 50 UK (PIC1) C 0.67 4.65
Large White 50 UK (PIC2) C 0.66 4.53
Large White 50 UK (PIC3) C 0.64 4.65

2.2. Markers and experimental procedures

A total of 39 markers were included in this study that were chosen to max-
imize the genome coverage. When multiple markers were located in the same
chromosome, there was a minimum distance of at least 30 cM to avoid linkage
disequilibrium. Markers were further chosen based on (known) absence of null
alleles, sharpness of peaks on automated sequencing devices and robustness of
PCR [16].

The markers were (in alphanumerical order) the following: CGA, IGF1,
S0002, S0025, S0026, S0068, S0070, S0090, S0097, S0101, S0143, S0178,
S0215, S0217, S0218, S0225, S0226, S0227, S0301, S0355, SW0024,
SW0295, SW0742, SW0787, SW0830, SW0857, SW0902, SW0911,
SW0936, SW0951, SW1023, SW1067, SW1111, SW1828, SW2008,
SW2406, SW2410, SWR1004, and SWR1941. For further details on markers
and PCR conditions for pooled samples see [16].
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Individual PCR reactions for each of the markers were subsequently pooled
into sets of two to five markers in such a way that overlap of alleles was avoided
even if markers differed for the fluorescent dye. Sets of markers were analysed
on the ABI 3100 capillary automated sequencer, using 36 cm capillaries, and
standard microsatellite genotyping settings. Because typing was performed in
multiple batches, a calibration panel was used to evaluate inter-batch typing
variation.

Instead of allele frequencies, peak frequencies were calculated based on the
area under the peaks, using the ABI PRISMr© GeneMapperr© Software v3.7.
Previous results on pooled chicken DNA [9] revealed that it was more reliable
to use peak frequencies rather than to correct for stutter bands. Peak frequen-
cies lower than 5% were discarded and peak frequencies higher than 5% were
subsequently re-calculated to add up to 100%.

2.3. Data and analysis

In our final data set, we were able to include over 30 markers for all but three
lines (Large White sire line from France 22 markers, Guanling 21, Baixi 22),
and less than 35 markers were scored in 12 out of 98 breeds. The Phylip pro-
gram (Phylip 3.64 [14]) does not allow missing data, and therefore custom-
written scripting tools (Perl 5.8) were used to perform distance calculations
for each pair of populations based on the marker data these populations had
in common. All distance calculations were then written to a single distance
matrix that was subsequently used for hierarchical clustering using the Neigh-
bor Joining (NJ) procedure [39] as implemented in Phylip. This procedure is
conceptually similar to the pair wise gap exclusion options available for DNA
sequence distance calculations in programs such as Mega 3.1 [24]. For boot-
strapping [13, 14], a similar scripting procedure was implemented.

The distance matrices were used for non-metric Multi Dimensional Scaling
(MDS [23]) as implemented in NTSYSpc [37]. MDS was used as an alternative
to hierarchical clustering; it is believed to be robust and can be applied in
analysis of genetic variation in a geographical context (e.g. [2]). Gene diversity
(Hm) was measured for all loci and all populations by using peak frequencies
instead of allele frequencies according to Hillel et al. [20]. An average H was
calculated from Hm for each population across loci, but only for loci that had
a higher than 75% success ratio overall.
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Figure 1. Correlation between individual and pooled typing for effective allele num-
ber. The comparison could be made only for European pig populations shared be-
tween [40] and the present study.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Evaluation of pooled sampling

Pooling DNA samples provides a cost effective method for any study
that aims at assessing relative differences of allele frequency among popula-
tions [44] and can be applied to microsatellite markers [9, 20, 42] and SNP
e.g. [46]. Although it is known that pooling DNA samples may lead to a bias
in the allele frequency, such estimates can still detect relative differences in al-
lele frequencies among DNA pools [44]. Although its application in pig stud-
ies has been reported [16], assessment of its effectiveness is desired. Using
peak frequencies rather than correcting for actual alleles results in a system-
atic overestimation of the actual number of alleles and hence heterozygosity.
Nevertheless, as expected [9,20,44], the effective number of peaks does corre-
late strongly with the effective number of alleles as do heterozygosity (Fig. 1)
and the inferred genetic distances (see supplementary material online version
only: http://www.gse-journal.org) when comparing to individually genotyped
pigs. Such a comparison was possible only for European breeds, further de-
tails can be found in supplementary material. The fact that inferred genetic
distances correlate so strongly (supplementary material) ensures that topology
of the dendrogram remains the same. Similarly, bootstrap values for pooled
samples were congruent albeit somewhat lower than with individual sampling.
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Three distance measures available from the Phylip package (Phylip
3.64 [14]) were considered: Nei standard (Ds [29]), Reynolds (Dr [36]), and
Cavalli-Sforza chord (Dc [5, 20]). Hillel et al. [20] found a significant and
large degree of correlation between these three distance measures in chicken
lines for pooled samples. Moreover, all distance measures should show a high
degree of correlation to the Fst [6]. For most of the analyses in our current
paper, we calculated all three to evaluate robustness of the results in lieu of the
method applied. Overall, the general conclusions drawn in this paper do not
seem considerably biased due to the use of one or the other distance measure,
although a few minor discrepancies occur for instance in the topology of the
trees.

We chose to report on the results derived from the Dc measure because
first of all it is very similar in nature and performance to the widely used
(e.g. [2, 12, 50]) Nei Da measure [30, 35, 45], and it seems superior in tree
building performance particularly for intra-species phylogenies [45]. Ds seems
less appropriate for our current study since it cannot cope well with fluctuating
populations sizes [14], which is something that is likely to have been common
in most breeds. The Dc and Dr measures, however, are not designed to allow
mutation. Dr appears to be a good measure for very closely related breeds [27],
but may be less appropriate for the current study since the Chinese and Euro-
pean breeds are believed to derive from independent domestication events of
wild boar populations [15,25]. Effectively, breeds from these two regions show
a separation in time larger than their domestication histories, as illustrated by
the mitochondrial phylogeography [25].

3.2. European breeds: clustering

The dendrogram (Fig. 2) is clearly divided in a European and a Chinese
group of breeds. In the European part of the dendrogram the different lines of
the major commercial breeds tend to group together rather robustly. All Large
White lines group together, as do the Landrace, Hampshire and Duroc lines,
and in many cases these branches are supported by bootstrap values.

At the base of the European part of the dendrogram is the Duroc. It is known
to have originated at least in part from European pigs, but particularly the ori-
gin of its’ red color has always been questioned. Red European breeds such as
the Tamworth or Iberian breeds have been postulated as part of the heritage of
the Duroc, although it seems that recorded imports are of too late a date to be
able to account for this [33]. Another hypothesis is that the red color is derived
from the Red Guinea Hog, which was acquired by slave traders from the coast
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of Africa. The fact that the Duroc breed is currently so genetically different
from other European breeds adds support for this hypothesis.

The history of the Pietrain has been largely unknown. Its origin has been
thought to lie in French or British prick eared breeds [18], although local
landpig has also been postulated [33]. Our results suggest a considerable
Landrace heritage for the Pietrain, which is not supported by earlier genetic
studies [40]. The Bunte Bentheimer has been crossed with the Pietrain quite
extensively [33], and accordingly clusters closely together with this breed.

Historically, it is thought that the Large Black, Berkshire, Gloucester Old
Spot and the British Saddleback are part of a south English and Midlands de-
scent, while the British Lop and Large White/Yorkshire are thought to orig-
inate from a northern English stock. Furthermore, it is thought that these
south/Midlands English groups are all heavily influenced by crossbreeding
with Neapolitan and/or Asian pigs in the 18th century [1]. The British Lop
is a notable exception of the ‘English’ group of traditional breeds in Figure 1,
which is consistent with the historical records. The Créole on the other hand
is part of the ‘English’ group, and is most closely related to the Large Black.
This is in line with the documented history of this uniform black breed, which
designates Large Black as the most important founding breed, together with a
few others [33].

The Tamworth breed is one of the old English breeds that reportedly has
escaped (to some extent) 19th century improvement practices and is be-
lieved to have remained more or less in its original state [18, 33]. Fang and
Andersson [11] nevertheless found a large proportion of Asian mitochondrial
haplotypes in this breed. Although not very dissimilar in overall genetic dis-
tance to the Berkshire and Gloucester Old Spot (MDS analysis, results not
shown), the Tamworth does also not cluster together with the ‘English’ group.
A ‘landrace’ origin was postulated by Hammond et al. [18], but historically
a close relationship with the Berkshire breed is more probable [1, 33]. Inter-
estingly, the Pulawska breed was created in the early 20th century by a cross
between Berkshire and local pigs. The fact that it is the Tamworth and not the
Berkshire that clusters with this Polish breed may be a result of further cross-
breeding and marginalization of the Berkshires [33]. This may have resulted in
the Tamworth of today being more like the Berkshire of a century ago than is
the present Berkshire breed itself.

The Angler Sattleschwein is also close to the Tamworth and Pulawska. This
could be due to the fact that the Pulawska and Sattleschwein share a similar
German/Polish landpig heritage, but here more likely to the English connection
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(a)

Figure 2. Dendrogram of 98 pig lines from Europe and China, derived from the
Dc using Neigbor Joining clustering. Bootstrap support is indicated at the branches:
∗ > 50%, ∗∗ > 70%, ∗∗∗ > 90%. For Chinese breeds, the types according to Zhang [49]
are indicated: NC = North China type, CC = Central China type, SC = South China
type, SWC = Southwest China type, Plat = Tibetan/Plateau type, LCRB = Lower
Changjiang River Basin type. Figure 2a shows the European part of the dendrogram,
Figure 2b the Chinese part. The two parts are connected at the arrow.

that becomes visible; the Angler Sattleschwein has been heavily influenced by
the British (Wessex) Saddleback [18].

A southern European cluster (although not supported by bootstrap values)
is found in Figure 1, which contains Spanish and Italian breeds, and also the
Mangalitsa. Interestingly, furry pigs are thought to have existed for thousands
of years [18] and are known from Roman pictures; the Mangalitsa itself is
thought to originate from the Balkans [33].
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(b)

Figure 2. Continued.

The grouping of Italian and Iberian breeds actually addresses a long stand-
ing question about whether the Italian breeds belong to the same Iberian group
as those in the south of Spain, or are intermediates between European and
Indochinese pigs. The latter hypothesis has been raised because the black
pigs of Italy are believed to be heavily influenced by imported pigs from
China – some believe dating back to Roman times although more likely in the
17th century [33]. The black pigs of Italy are of much interest for understand-
ing the history of current commercial breeds because one breed in particular,
the Neapolitan, played a pivotal role in the formation of some of the English
breeds such as the Berkshire and the Large Black. Although formally extinct,
the Neapolitan lineage is thought to live on in similar pigs such as the Casertana
and Calabrese. The positioning of the Italian blacks with Iberian breeds that
appear to have very little Chinese influences [7, 11], adds support to a shared
southern European origin. A recent hypothesis by Larson et al. [25] suggests
an independent area of domestication on the Italian peninsula opposed to the
rest of Europe. Our data does not support this hypothesis.
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There are a few exceptions to the ‘southern European’ group, most no-
tably the Nera Siciliana and the Bisaro. These two breeds are now very
rare and it is known for both breeds that they have been crossbred heav-
ily in recent times with commercial western European breeds. The Nera
Siciliana is listed in the EAAP-Animal Genetic Data Bank (www.tiho-
hannover.de/einricht/zucht/eaap/index.htm) as having > 20% introgression of
foreign breeds per generation, including Duroc to which it seems rather similar
genetically. The Iberian Celtic types to which the Bisaro belongs are thought
to be all but extinct and the Bisaro itself has been reported as so heavily cross-
bred with foreign breeds that it effectively has ceased to exist [33]. The current
analysis may be an accurate testimonial to these two breeds’ demise, but may
simultaneously also indicate some of the problems associated with evaluating
breed history with hierarchical clustering methods; the history of breeds may
become so complex that a simple dichotomous scheme may not adequately
present the relationships between populations.

Many of the synthetic breeds show interesting genetic relationships that
seem perfectly in line with their listed history. The Laconie synthetic, which
is reportedly one third each of Hampshire, Piétrain and Large White [33], sits
in the dendrogram actually in-between the Hampshires and Large Whites. The
‘ancient’ synthetic breed Middle White clusters are also very close to the Large
Whites. The German Leicoma synthetic, based on landraces and local saddle-
backs but later heavily crossed with Duroc, shows that the latter part of its
heritage is most pronounced by its clustering close to the Duroc lines [33].
The only synthetic line whose history is difficult to reconcile with the position
in the tree is the DRB. This line is based on Duroc, although it is noted that
there is a lot of introgression from the DRC line, which reportedly is created,
next to Duroc, from Large White and Landrace (EAAP-Animal Genetic Data
Bank).

Perhaps the most interesting synthetic is the Tia Meslan, which is a cross of
Chinese (Meishan × Jiaxing) boars and European sows, and has been a closed
line since its creation [4]. As a consequence of this split Chinese-European
heritage, it is positioned perfectly in-between in the dendrogram.

3.3. Chinese breeds: clustering

Although geographical structure is present in the European breeds to some
extent, it is not very pronounced and not well supported in the analysis. This
is in contrast with the Chinese breeds. Here we found a very pronounced clus-
tering pattern that largely reflects the types defined by Zhang [49].
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The breeds of the North China type are most closely related to the European
pigs. This observation was congruent with Fang et al. [12] and Kim et al. [22]
and was in line with the biogeography of the wild boar, that occurs throughout
Eurasia but is absent in the desert areas in the Gobi and at high altitudes in
the Himalayas [31]. This effectively presented a barrier for dispersion in what
is currently the central Asian part of China (i.e. Gobi desert and Tibet), and if
there was gene flow between Europe and China it was likely through Siberia
into Northern China. Phenotypically, the Northern Chinese wild boar is inter-
mediate between European and South Chinese populations [47]. It is thought
that throughout history there has been extensive gene flow between domes-
ticated pig and wild boar populations and it is likely that this pattern is still
present in geographical diversity in pig populations today.

Perhaps the most commercially interesting group is the extremely prolific
Lower Changjiang River Basin (LCRB) type pigs from East Central China.
These also include the now ‘European’ Meishan pigs and together form a
rather well defined group in the dendrogram. Included in the LCRB clade is the
Jinhua, a breed from the Zhejiang province that is listed as a Central China type
(CC) breed. Its grouping with LCRB types reflects the close geographic prox-
imity of this breeds’ origin to the LCRB heartland. Within the LCRB cluster,
the Taihu pigs, which are sometimes referred to as a single breed [12] (repre-
sented here by European Meishan, Small Meishan, Shawutou and Erhualian)
form a single group.

A second very distinct group is a South Chinese group (SC), that does not
seem to have exceptions apart from the Dongshan, which is listed as a Central
Chinese breed. However, Zhang et al. [50] also found this breed to be closely
related to South Chinese breeds. The Tibetan Zang pig is intermediate between
the SC and SWC type pigs. This may reflect its geographic distribution, since
the Tibetan actually exists also in Yunnan and Sichuan provinces that are home
to SC and SWC type breeds.

The Central Chinese types from Jiangxi and Fujian provinces are positioned
exactly in-between LCRB and SC types, whereas the CC types from Hubei
and Hunan provinces appear more similar to each other and to the SWC types.
This also suggests that genetic relationships are determined in large part by
geographic distance [47].

With a few exceptions, the current results for Chinese breeds are congruent
with the results obtained by Zhang et al. [50]. There are a few breeds that do not
group as expected based on either previous studies or based on geography. The
Penzhou Mountain appears close to Northern Chinese breeds, which is com-
pletely in contrast with previous studies on this breed [12, 50]. The Guanling
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breed has previously been reported as clustering firmly together with other
SWC type breeds. The Longling pigs do not group as expected with other SC
type breeds. The Nancheng Black and Xingzi Black breeds, together in one
branch, were expected to cluster with other CC types from Jiangxi province,
although Zhang et al. [50] also found the Nancheng Black to cluster outside of
the other CC types from the same region.

3.4. Classification of Chinese pigs

From the study by Zhang et al. [50] as well as from our current study
there appears to be grounds to revise the classical classification scheme by
Zhang [49]. Zhang et al. [50] proposed a completely new system based on
their phylogenetic analysis, which led to the formation of no less than twelve
groups. In this paper, we chose not to adopt this system.

First of all, the classification is based upon a single tree by Zhang et al. [50]
that is likely to show very poor support at various nodes critical to the classi-
fication scheme (but not shown in their study). In our study for instance, the
Min and Mashen (and in the MDS analysis also the Licha Black) clearly form a
single group, fully congruent to Zhang’s [49] northern Chinese type. However,
Zhang et al. [50] chose to make two groups for Min and Mashen. In our anal-
ysis, the Jiaxing Black clusters with the other LCRB types, whereas according
to Zhang et al. [50] it does not and subsequently is designated as a different
group. These examples show that building a classification scheme based on an
(partly) unreliable tree will only introduce confusion.

Second, methodologically the groupings, as done by Zhang et al. [50], based
on ‘monophyletic’ clusters may seem sound [19], but here we are dealing with
populations that show some degree of interbreeding and will, as such, not
evolve as discrete entities. For population history studies, especially for those
implying a large degree of hybridisation, a strictly dichotomous, hierarchical
representation of interrelationships can be a flawed metaphor.

The two-dimensional MDS plot (Fig. 3) shows that some of the inconsis-
tencies with expected clustering in the NJ analysis are in truth artefacts of
the clustering algorithm. The Penzhou Mountain is unexpectedly placed in the
tree, but in the MDS plot is in fact close to other SWC type breeds. It is also
relatively similar to the Licha Black, which in turn is similar to other north-
ern types and as a result of clustering order, the Penzhou Mountain is placed
near the base of the Chinese part of the tree. The same principal is true for the
unexpected placement of the Guanling and Longling breeds.

The MDS plot shows a remarkable congruence with the classification
scheme by Zhang [49] although a few exceptions exist that for the most part
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional representation of the Multi Dimensional Scaling (MDS)
analysis for Chinese breeds only. Arbitrary lines are drawn around breeds that together
form the types recognized by Zhang [49]. Breeds that do not belong to these clusters
are indicated with a grey dot and named. See main text for further discussion. NC =
North China type, CC = Central China type, SC = South China type, SWC = South-
west China type, LCRB = Lower Changjiang River Basin type. The Tibetan pig is not
included in a cluster as it is the only representative of the Plateau type, and is located
in this figure between the SWC and SC clusters.

can be attributed to common genetic background due to geographic proxim-
ity [12, 47]. The MDS plot can be read virtually as a map of China. The CC
types are in the middle of the plot. And then from right to left and from bottom
to the top of the graph one goes roughly from north to south geographically.

Accommodating all the exceptions from the tree into small outlier groups
creates an unnecessarily complex classification scheme and can only be jus-
tified if there is sufficient evidence. Moreover, refining the analysis in a
non-hierarchical context actually shows that genetic variation is very much
congruent with geography and that there is no need for a new classification
scheme.
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Figure 4. A three-dimensional representation of the Multi Dimensional Scaling
(MDS) analysis for all breeds. Chinese breeds have black dots, European breeds have
white dots. The synthetic Tia Meslan breed is indicated in grey.

3.5. Patterns in variation: Europe vs. China

The dendrogram of Figure 1 shows a somewhat higher degree of bootstrap
support for the branches in the Chinese part of the tree compared to the Eu-
ropean breeds, and in general there appears to be a far more pronounced geo-
graphic structure in genetic variation (Figs. 2 and 3). Both the cluster and MDS
analysis for European breeds show almost complete absence of geographic
structure (MDS for European breeds not shown).

In addition, the branch lengths of the Chinese part of the tree are longer,
which is a result of larger overall inferred genetic distances within this group.
A three dimensional representation of the MDS analysis (Fig. 4) shows a
marked contrast between Chinese and European breeds. While the European
breeds form a single tight cluster, the Chinese breeds are far more spread out.
The overall pattern is independent of the distance method used, although it is
less pronounced using Dr and more pronounced with Ds.
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Table II. Gene diversity (H) and mean number of peaks at the 5% level (Np) for all
breeds, European (all) lines, Chinese (all) breeds, European breeds (multiple lines per
breed collapsed into a single breed), North Chinese breeds, Central Chinese breeds,
Southwest Chinese breeds, South Chinese breeds and Lower Changjiang River Basin
breeds.

Region H Np
All (Europe + China) breeds 0.86 6.05
European lines (all populations) 0.77 4.89
Chinese breeds 0.87 6.24
European breeds 0.77 5.08

South China breeds 0.82 5.76
North China breeds 0.82 6.14
Lower Changjiang Basin breeds 0.81 5.62
Central China breeds 0.85 6.27
Southwest China breeds 0.83 5.92

This contrast in patterns of distances suggests that overall patterns of diver-
sity in pig breeds are different between Europe and China. We further inves-
tigated this by plotting gene diversity H against the Mean Genetic Distance
(MGD) according to [20]. MGD is calculated as the mean genetic distance be-
tween a given population and all other populations [20], and is similar to Foi

in [40]. A linear relationship between H and MGD is expected [20, 40]. How-
ever, in our analysis we observe not one, but two clear groups that each seems
to represent a linear correlation between the two variables (Fig. 5A). What is
more important is that these groups largely represent Chinese and European
breeds.

This was first observed between Meishan lines and European lines [40]. In
their study, it could not be tested whether this was due to the overall larger
genetic distance between this particular Chinese breed and all other European
lines, or whether this was in fact due to differences between European and Chi-
nese breeds in general. In order to investigate this, we recalculated the MGD
first based within regions, meaning European breeds and Chinese breeds, and
secondly we recalculated the MGD again, but now based on breeds from the
other region. Whichever way we calculate it, the general pattern remains, more
pronounced in the former, less pronounced in the latter calculations (Fig. 5B).

Furthermore, gene diversity is higher in China than in Europe (Tab. II), even
if we correct for the fact that for Europe we have multiple lines for the im-
portant commercial breeds. Conversely, we have also calculated H of the ma-
jor regions of pig diversity according to Zhang [49]. Each individual area has
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Figure 5. A: Mean Genetic Distance (MGD) plotted against Gene Diversity (H). Chi-
nese breeds are represented by white dots, European breeds with black dots. B: Modi-
fied MGD plotted against Gene Diversity. Chinese breeds are indicated by white sym-
bols, European breeds by black symbols. The circles represent MGD calculated using
the same base population, squares represent MGD calculated using the opposite base
population (China and Europe).
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a larger H than all European breeds combined. The Central Chinese type has
the highest H, which could be a reflection of its central position.

These differences in patterns of variation could be explained by the rela-
tively recent transformation starting in the late eighteenth century of European
pig breeding practices [8, 10, 33, 47]. Such developments included a further
shift from free-ranging pigs to sty keeping systems, the introduction of small-
boned, prolific and quick maturing pigs from Asia, and an increase in exchange
of genetic material throughout Europe to replace or improve local pigs. This
transformation was very fast and took less than half a century [8], and as a re-
sult many local stocks have gone extinct. However even after this major trans-
formation, local breeds kept on being marginalized or improved to the degree
of virtual extinction resulting in a loss of about one-third of the breeds that
were recognized in the late 19th century or later [41].

Sty husbandry systems in pig keeping were adopted on a large-scale earlier
in China [33], which may have led in already much earlier times to reduction
of gene flow with wild populations. Also, China had, until the recent past, a
much more restricted degree of movement of pig populations due to legisla-
tive and administrative practices, and regional or local breeds appear to have
been maintained much more stabile. This has probably led to retaining a much
more pronounced geographic pattern in genetic variation in China compared
to Europe (Figs. 2 and 3)

Individual breeds show a wide range of H (Tab. I), and substantial overlap
exists with breeds from Europe. If Chinese and European breeds were formed
out of a single ancestral population and only drift or inbreeding was a major
force, we would have expected the lines in Figure 4 to overlap. It is known that
pig domestication has been performed independently in China and Europe.
Fang and Andersson [11] showed that European mitochondrial haplotypes dis-
played the signature of a more recent Pleistocene population expansion than
the Asian haplotypes. This then would be suggestive of a more diverse wild
stock in Asia from which domesticated pigs are derived, which could explain
the patterns we observe today.

Both Europe and China have a complex domestication history with mul-
tiple local introgressions of wild boar. Furthermore, many cases of intro-
gressions of European with Chinese pigs have been documented. Accord-
ing to some sources [8, 33] these influences have been very large. Asian
mitochondrial haplotypes have been found at high proportions in many Eu-
ropean pig breeds [7,11,15]. One would expect that because of this composite
heritage, average H and allelic diversity could be higher in Europe than in
China [17]. Since patterns in microsatellite variation are more congruent with
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‘ancestral’ mitochondrial variation, it seems likely that contributions of sows
and boars have not been equal.

Although currently we can only hypothesize on the causes for differences
between European and Chinese pig breeds, this study clearly shows that they
do represent two different groups not only in general terms of diversity but
likely also in domestication and breed formation and maintenance processes.
This knowledge should be incorporated in genetic diversity management sys-
tems [17, 38]. Crossing pig breeds from the same sub-cluster in the phyloge-
netic analysis has been proposed as a means of conserving genetic diversity of
Chinese pigs [12]. Given the distinctiveness of many Chinese breeds and the
larger overall gene diversity compared to European breeds it seems more ap-
propriate to maintain current stocks in sufficient numbers to avoid inbreeding.

3.6. Conclusions

The pooled sampling method is a very effective method to discern pat-
terns of relatedness of breeds or populations as shown by our clustering
method. Although there are minor differences in details of the trees, in gen-
eral our results were in line with previous work on Chinese and European
breeds [12, 40, 47, 50]. In a few cases the conclusions we draw, are differ-
ent from earlier published work. This may in part reflect different methods
of analysis or differences in interpretation. However, we believe that it also
reflects the increased number of markers and breeds included compared to a
number of other studies. Most importantly, this study was, for the first time,
able to demonstrate patterns of diversity in a large part of the breed diversity
of China and Europe simultaneously, demonstrating the differences in genetic
variation reflecting differences in domestication and breed formation history
between these two major regions of pig domestication.
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